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Secret Ballot







“Flawless”



Security FAIL



Analysis of an electronic voting system.
[Kohno, Stubblefield, Rubin, and Wallach 2004]

• DRE trusts smartcards

• Hardcoded keys and initialization vectors

• Weak message integrity

• Cryptographically insecure random number 
generator

• ...



California top-to-bottom reviews
[Wagner et al. 2007]

• “ Virtually every important software security mechanism 
is vulnerable to circumvention.”

• “An attacker could subvert a single polling place 
device...then reprogram every polling place device in the 
county.”

• “We could not find a single instance of correctly used 
cryptography that successfully accomplished the security 
purposes for which it was apparently intended.”



Why is this so hard?



PRIVACYVERIFIABILITY



What to verify?
What to keep private?



PRIVACYVERIFIABILITY



Why is this so hard?

Key differences:
Adversarial models

Fault detection and recovery
[Schneier 2001,  Adida 2006]
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Cast as intended
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Cast as intended

Recorded as cast

Counted as recorded



Verification Tasks

• Cast as intended

• Recorded as cast

• Counted as recorded



Formal Definitions of
Counted-as-recorded

VERIFIABILITY

Privacy?



Verifiability in Early Work

Definition:  “Verifiability:  Anyone can 
verify the correctness of the results.”

Proof:  “Verifiability holds assuming 
there is no collusion.”

[XXXXXX 19XX]



Verifiability
[Juels, Catalano, Jakobsson 2005]

Election protocol is verifiable if 
adversary cannot concoct a BB that 
verifies with an incorrect tally, even if 

given access to all secret keys.

BB:  bulletin board
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Verifiability
[Juels, Catalano, Jakobsson 2005]

verify:  BB × K × {VK} × tally × zkpf → boolean
tabulate:  BB × k × {VK} → tally × zkpf

fake-election:  k × {Vk} → BB × tally × zkpf

(actually in computational model)
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then ftally = tally. (prob. of inequality is neg.)

Let (BB, ftally, fzkpf) = fake-election(k, {Vk})
and (tally, zkpf) = tabulate(BB, k, {VK}).
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Verifiability
[Juels, Catalano, Jakobsson 2005]

then ftally = tally. (prob. of inequality is neg.)

...purely about “counted as recorded”

Let (BB, ftally, fzkpf) = fake-election(k, {Vk})
and (tally, zkpf) = tabulate(BB, k, {VK}).

If verify(BB, K, {VK}, ftally, fzkpf), 
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[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]
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Verifiability

IV(vote, cred, ballot, privstate) : boolean
UV(votes, ballots, pfs) : boolean

[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]

(actually in symbolic model)



Verifiability

1. If IV(vote1, cred, ballot, privstate1) 
and IV(vote2, cred, ballot, privstate2) 
then vote1=vote2 
and privstate1=privstate2

[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]



Verifiability

1. If IV(vote1, cred, ballot, privstate1) 
and IV(vote2, cred, ballot, privstate2) 
then vote1=vote2 
and privstate1=privstate2

...no ballot on BB can verify as more than one vote

[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]



Verifiability

2. If UV(votes, ballots, pfs) 
and UV(votes’, ballots, pfs)
then votes=votes’.

[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]



Verifiability

2. If UV(votes, ballots, pfs) 
and UV(votes’, ballots, pfs)
then votes=votes’.

...ballots on BB can verify only as one set of votes

[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]



Verifiability

3. If for all i, IV(vote[i], cred[i], ballot[i], privstate[i]) 
and UV(votes, ballots, pfs) 
and ballots = [ballot[i] | i],
then votes = [vote[i] | i].

[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]



Verifiability

3. If for all i, IV(vote[i], cred[i], ballot[i], privstate[i]) 
and UV(votes, ballots, pfs) 
and ballots = [ballot[i] | i],
then votes = [vote[i] | i].

...ballots on BB really do contain votes expected by voters

[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]



Verifiability
[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]



Verifiability

EV(creds, ballots, pfs) : boolean

[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]



Verifiability

EV(creds, ballots, pfs) : boolean

[Kremer, Ryan, Smyth 2010]

Three more conditions to formalize
that EV holds only if all votes are authorized



Accountability
[Küsters, Truderung, Vogt 2010]

Need to assign blame when 
protocol run fails to verify.



Accountability
[Küsters, Truderung, Vogt 2010]

• Fairness:  Judge never blames protocol 
participants who run their honest program.

• Completeness:  If misbehavior of 
participants causes protocol goal to fail, 
judge blames some subset of those 
participants.



Accountability
[Küsters, Truderung, Vogt 2010]

!G ⇒ v1 | v2 | ... | vn

G is goal, a set of protocol traces
v is verdict, which assigns blame to subset



Accountability
[Küsters, Truderung, Vogt 2010]

dis(A) | dis(V1) | dis(V2)

dis(A) ∨ dis(V1) ∨ dis(V2)

dis(A) | dis(V1) ∧ dis(V2)

verdict could be...



Accountability
[Küsters, Truderung, Vogt 2010]

Generalizes a definition of verifiability



Accountability...

Verifiability
[Küsters, Truderung, Vogt 2010]

• Adequacy:  If some subset of participants 
are honest in a run, judge accepts run.

• Soundness:  If judge accepts a run, then run 
satisfies protocol goal.



Accountability...

Verifiability
[Küsters, Truderung, Vogt 2010]

h is honesty constraint
G is goal

h ⇒ G



Accountability...

Verifiability
[Küsters, Truderung, Vogt 2010]

hon(A) ∨ hon(V1) ∨ hon(V2)
hon(A) ∨ (hon(V1) ∧ hon(V2))

honesty contraint 
could be...

honesty contraints are negations
of (class of) verdicts,

where hon(A) = !dis(A)



Verifiability vs. 
Accountability

[Küsters, Truderung, Vogt 2010]

If judge provides !G ⇒ !h accountability,

then judge provides h ⇒ G verifiability.
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Verifiability vs. 
Accountability

[Küsters, Truderung, Vogt 2010]

If judge provides !G ⇒ !h accountability,

then judge provides h ⇒ G verifiability.

(converse holds with additional restrictions)

...accountability generalizes verifiability



Verifiability Verified

• Juels et al.:  JCJ, Civitas

• Kremer et al.:  FOO’92, Helios 2.0, Civitas

• Küsters et al.:  Bingo, ThreeBallot, VAV, 
Wombat, Helios 2.0
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ACT II



Verification Tasks

• Cast as intended

• Recorded as cast

• Counted as recorded



1. Bach → BB:  enc(vote)



Recorded as Intended

• Two-part ballots [Chaum 2004]

• Cast NAND audit [Benaloh 2006]

• Proofs for people [Neff 2004]



Two-part Ballots

Visual cryptography [Naor and Shamir 1994]

E-Voting

lished. For example, if 100 votes would have changed
the outcome in a large election, 5 percent of receipts
checked would be enough to catch cheating all but one
in 1,000 times. 

Receipt encoding
What makes the laminated layers readable and the sepa-
rated layers meaningless is the mutual relationship of the
patterns printed in black on each translucent plastic layer.
The printing on both layers is divided into a grid of
squares, or pixel locations. Each pixel location is printed
with one of two pixel symbols, like a large, filled-in tic-
tac-toe board. The two pixel symbols are reverses of each
other: where one is clear, the other is black, and vice
versa. When two different pixel symbols are aligned one
directly on top of the other as they are when laminated,
any clear spot on one is blocked by black on the other,
making the lamination appear totally opaque. When the
same pixel symbol is printed on both layers and the sym-
bols are aligned, all the clear parts are directly over each
other and light can thus pass through the laminate. Fig-
ure 4 shows layers with both the same and different sym-
bols overlaid.

This technique can be used to encode information on
one sheet so only someone with a second sheet can read
it, the application that Moni Naor and Adi Shamir first
proposed it for.1 It’s useful to associate names with the
two sheets: I’ll call the first “white” and the second “red”
(but these colors have no more graphic significance than
that you might tint the two translucent sheets to distin-
guish them). Each sheet is divided into a grid of pixel lo-
cations, and each pixel location has a pixel symbol printed
on it. When the two sheets are laminated together, the
grids line up exactly: each pixel location on one sheet has
a paired pixel location at the same coordinates on the other
sheet so the two are exactly one on top of the other. First
you choose the pixel symbols for the white sheet totally at
random. Now to encode your message in the laminate,
you simply choose each of the symbols of the red sheet
accordingly: If you want light to shine through for a pixel
location when laminated, you choose the same pixel
symbol as its paired pixel on the white sheet; if you don’t
want light to go through at that location, you choose the
other symbol. 

Most current printing technologies print ordinary
text by creating a grid of pixel locations in which some
are printed fully with black ink while others get no ink.
For the present system, instead of leaving the background
without ink, the system pairs nonmatching (that is,
opaque) pixel symbol combinations; instead of using full
black ink for letters, the system pairs matching (that is,
partly clear) pixel-symbol combinations, creating gray
letters that depend on backlighting for brightness. Figure
5 illustrates the differences between the techniques. 

(The system can use modified direct thermal printers,

like those deployed at most checkout counters. These
printers have two to three times the resolution needed
here, but this can be used to frame pixels and forgive me-
chanical alignment errors between the ceramic print
heads that would run the width of the paper on top and
bottom. A clear “fugitive” adhesive laminates the layers
and isn’t sticky when the layers are delaminated.)

When the receipt layers are still laminated, the voter’s
choices are thus printed in a gray made up of half black
and half white spots on a black background. This ballot
image is the visible plaintext summary of the vote ac-
cepted by the voter. 

Because the vote should be encoded in each layer sep-
arately, both layers need some red pixels. Swapping two
paired pixel symbols between the layers leaves the lami-
nate visually unchanged. So pairs in half of the pixel loca-
tions, say, in a checkerboard pattern, are swapped. If the
pixels were tinted, instead of separate red and white layers,
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Part-transparent

Top layer:

Bottom layer:

Both layers
overlaid:

Opaque

Figure 4. The two pixel symbols, separate and overlaid. When two
different pixel symbols are overlaid, the result is opaque; matching
pixel symbols let light through.

Newspaper

Top layer Bottom layer Laminated

Figure 5. The letter “e” in (a) standard printing and (b) receipt
printing. The receipt printer pairs matching and nonmatching pixel
symbols to produce letters and blank space, respectively.

E-Voting

lished. For example, if 100 votes would have changed
the outcome in a large election, 5 percent of receipts
checked would be enough to catch cheating all but one
in 1,000 times. 

Receipt encoding
What makes the laminated layers readable and the sepa-
rated layers meaningless is the mutual relationship of the
patterns printed in black on each translucent plastic layer.
The printing on both layers is divided into a grid of
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random. Now to encode your message in the laminate,
you simply choose each of the symbols of the red sheet
accordingly: If you want light to shine through for a pixel
location when laminated, you choose the same pixel
symbol as its paired pixel on the white sheet; if you don’t
want light to go through at that location, you choose the
other symbol. 

Most current printing technologies print ordinary
text by creating a grid of pixel locations in which some
are printed fully with black ink while others get no ink.
For the present system, instead of leaving the background
without ink, the system pairs nonmatching (that is,
opaque) pixel symbol combinations; instead of using full
black ink for letters, the system pairs matching (that is,
partly clear) pixel-symbol combinations, creating gray
letters that depend on backlighting for brightness. Figure
5 illustrates the differences between the techniques. 

(The system can use modified direct thermal printers,

like those deployed at most checkout counters. These
printers have two to three times the resolution needed
here, but this can be used to frame pixels and forgive me-
chanical alignment errors between the ceramic print
heads that would run the width of the paper on top and
bottom. A clear “fugitive” adhesive laminates the layers
and isn’t sticky when the layers are delaminated.)

When the receipt layers are still laminated, the voter’s
choices are thus printed in a gray made up of half black
and half white spots on a black background. This ballot
image is the visible plaintext summary of the vote ac-
cepted by the voter. 

Because the vote should be encoded in each layer sep-
arately, both layers need some red pixels. Swapping two
paired pixel symbols between the layers leaves the lami-
nate visually unchanged. So pairs in half of the pixel loca-
tions, say, in a checkerboard pattern, are swapped. If the
pixels were tinted, instead of separate red and white layers,
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Two-part Ballots
E-Voting

weighted votes. The printout might also include graph-
ics, such as a voter’s handwritten choice of candidate,
party symbols, or (someday) photographs such as some
countries use. It might also alert you to contests or ques-
tions you skipped and serves as the single summary of
your vote. After printing your votes, the machine
prompts you to review the printout still in the printer
and accept it, giving you the opportunity to amend your
vote and generate a new printout. 

Generating a receipt
If you agree with the printout, the machine asks you to
indicate whether you wish to keep the top or the bottom
layer of it. The printer differs from ordinary receipt
printers because it simultaneously prints separate but
aligned graphics on both the top and bottom sides of the
strip. After you’ve indicated your choice of layer, the ma-
chine prints the final inch of the form. (The voter choos-
ing which layer only after the main part is printed is key
to keeping the system honest.) It then automatically cuts
off both layers, still laminated together, and releases them
to you. Figure 2 shows the laminated last inch of the
printout. 

As you separate the layers, the image of the votes be-
comes an unreadable and seemingly random pattern of
tiny squares printed on each of two layers of translucent
plastic material. Neither layer is readable on its own—the
light passing through the sandwiched layers only where
neither layer has printing is what makes your choices vis-
ible. Still, each layer separately and safely encodes your
vote exactly as you saw it. 

The last inch of the printout is different because its
layers have messages that are readable after the layers are
separated, as Figure 3 shows. The layer you select to keep
as your receipt bears a message such as, “Voter keeps this
privacy-protected receipt layer” (Figure 3a), whereas the
other layer might state, “Voter must surrender this layer to
poll worker” (Figure 3b). 

Verifying your vote 
As you leave the polling place, you give the poll worker
the layer marked for surrender. For your protection and as

you watch, the poll worker checks that it’s the correct
layer and destroys it in a small, transparently housed paper
shredder. You keep the other layer as your receipt. The
voting machine keeps an electronic version of this same
final receipt until it successfully sends it in for posting on
the official election Web site. The bits on the shredded
paper layer are also “shredded” electronically—that is, the
only things that remain of your vote are your physical
layer and, in the machine, a digital version of that same
image. 

(One way to handle voters that refuse to surrender
layers is for the exit shredder—based on its reading of the
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Figure 1. An example part of a ballot printout listing a candidate selected. In addition to being able to include the candidate’s
name, party affiliation, and office sought, the printout can also include other types of contests and various graphics options.

Figure 2. Last inch of the printout before the two laminated layers
are separated.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Last inch of the printout after it’s separated: (a) the receipt
(the layer the voter selects to keep) and (b) the layer that’s 
shredded before the voter leaves the polling place.

elaborated into non-visual form by Ryan (2004);
idea now a basis for Pret à Voter (Ryan et al.) 

and Scantegrity II (Chaum et al.)

[Chaum 2004]
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[Chaum 2004]



Two-part Ballots

+ = v

[Chaum 2004]



Cast NAND Audit
[Benaloh 2006]

Used in Helios 1.0, 2.0 [Adida]
and VoteBox [Sander, Derr, and Wallach 2008]



Cast NAND Audit
[Benaloh 2006]
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Cast NAND Audit
[Benaloh 2006]

v

enc(v)

audit cast

sign(enc(v); k)

verdec(enc(v),v)

BB

X

...could prove how you voted



Proofs for People
[Neff 2004,  Adida and Neff 06]

Used in VoteHere (Neff)
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• Cast as intended

• Recorded as cast

• Counted as recorded
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• Machine doesn’t have to be trusted



Accomplishments

• Voting machine learns vote

• Voting machine doesn’t learn voter identity

• Voter is convinced of correctness of 
encryption

• Machine doesn’t have to be trusted

(voter can’t be coerced or sell vote)





VERIFIABILITY
in electronic voting

• Formal definitions 

• Counted as recorded

• Recorded as intended
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